
The Ballad Of Songbirds And Snakes (A
Hunger Games Novel)
Suzanne Collins's prequel to the Hunger Games trilogy, The Ballad of
Songbirds and Snakes, was released in May 2020 and became an instant
bestseller. The novel tells the story of a young Coriolanus Snow, the future
president of Panem, during his time as a mentor in the 10th Hunger
Games.

The novel has been praised for its complex characters, its exploration of
the themes of power and corruption, and its insights into the history of
Panem. However, it has also been criticized for its slow pacing and its lack
of focus on the Hunger Games themselves.

In this article, we will take a deeper dive into The Ballad of Songbirds and
Snakes, exploring its plot, characters, themes, and reception.
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Plot

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes is set in the years leading up to the
Hunger Games. Coriolanus Snow is a young, ambitious student at the
Academy, a prestigious school for the children of the Capitol elite. When he
is chosen to mentor a tribute from District 12, the poorest district in Panem,
he sees it as an opportunity to prove himself.

However, Snow's plans are complicated when he meets his tribute, Lucy
Gray Baird. Lucy Gray is a talented singer and musician, and she quickly
captures Snow's attention. As they spend more time together, Snow begins
to question the Capitol's propaganda and the morality of the Hunger
Games.

Meanwhile, a rebellion is brewing among the districts, and Snow finds
himself caught between his loyalty to the Capitol and his growing sympathy
for Lucy Gray and the other tributes.

Characters

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes features a cast of complex and well-
developed characters.

Coriolanus Snow: A young, ambitious student at the Academy. He is
driven by a desire for power, but he also has a hidden side that is
capable of great kindness.

Lucy Gray Baird: A talented singer and musician from District 12. She
is defiant and rebellious, but she also has a kind heart.

Sejanus Plinth: A fellow Academy student and Snow's rival. He is
ruthless and ambitious, and he will stop at nothing to achieve his



goals.

Dr. Volumnia Gaul: A mentor from District 12. She is a kind and wise
woman who tries to help her tributes survive the Hunger Games.

Tigris Snow: Coriolanus Snow's cousin and a member of the Capitol
elite. She is a ruthless and ambitious woman who will do anything to
protect her family's power.

Themes

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes explores a number of complex
themes, including:

Power: Coriolanus Snow is driven by a desire for power, but he learns
that power comes with a price.

Corruption: The Capitol is a corrupt society, and Snow sees firsthand
how power corrupts even the most well-intentioned people.

Morality: The Hunger Games are a brutal and immoral event, and
Snow begins to question the morality of the Capitol.

Rebellion: The novel shows the growing rebellion among the districts,
and Snow finds himself caught between his loyalty to the Capitol and
his sympathy for the rebels.

Reception

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes has been a commercial success,
selling over 5 million copies worldwide. It has also been well-received by
critics, who have praised its complex characters, its exploration of the
themes of power and corruption, and its insights into the history of Panem.



However, the novel has also been criticized for its slow pacing and its lack
of focus on the Hunger Games themselves. Some critics have also argued
that the novel does not add anything new to the Hunger Games universe.

Overall, The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes is a well-written and thought-
provoking novel that provides new insights into the world of The Hunger
Games. It is a must-read for fans of the series and for anyone interested in
dystopian fiction.
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Mindfulness is the practice of paying attention to the present moment,
without judgment. It has been shown to have many benefits,...
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What We Must Do Now To Save Reproductive
Freedom
Roe v. Wade, the landmark Supreme Court case that legalized abortion
in the United States, has been overturned. This is a devastating blow to
reproductive...
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